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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

 Buller’s Albatross. Photo Credit: Craig Mangino’s: Skipper, San Tongariro 

we have little or no idea about. 

When dealing with nature, expect 

the unexpected! Some days the The mitigation of protected species 

mitigation methods and gear captures is mostly about the 

(when deployed properly) work captain and crew recognising 
From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, well, but occasionally nothing there's a problem, knowing what to 
MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

seems to work and we seem do, and then doing the 'right-thing' 

powerless to prevent these self-at the time!Mabel and I are very busy taking turns 
induced mortalities. Let's be honest, mitigating the risks feeding our chick, which is now big 
We dangle streamers and things to seabirds and marine mammals enough to eat 2 McTrawler's 'filet-O-fish' 
over the fishing gear to limit isn't 'rocket science'. At the same large combos, in one sitting (MSC certi-

fied of course)! Luckily there's been plenty seabird access to the warp zone time, there's no silver bullet solution 
of free-feeds to be had as the 'steel lunch and we try to limit exposure by and there's no equipment or 
boxes' are putting in extra time in the SQU getting fishing gear out of the hardware that fixes all the 
6T area this year! danger zones quickly. Basically, it's problems, especially in the harsh 
My long range scouts tell me squid fishing the captain's actions (or inactions), marine environment.
has been good this season, the squid are in applying the techniques we When large numbers of animals are 
hanging around later in the Auckland know do work, that make all the hell bent on putting themselves at 
Islands area and more tows have been difference!risk to get to a 'free-feed' we can't 
completed than last year! My scouts tell Decisions made at sea by the stop them, we can work to reduce  
me none of those pesky sea lions have captain are the crux of it. The the risks.  
been captured yet either! That's a first for captain and crew work hard, under We don't understand what drives 
this time of the year! Maybe those sea lion all sorts of pressures, not the least seabird 'aggressiveness' around 
exclusion devices (SLEDs), that the of which is to return a profitable trawlers, but we do know every 
chattering classes dislike so much, really ca t ch  f o r  t he  owne r  and  season is different. We know what 
work, What!  Either that or the sea lions themselves, but there are also causes capture events and we 
with low 'IQ' have been 'taken-out' and its safety considerations for the sometimes know what increases 
only the smart ones left that remember vessel and its crew, mechanical the risks, and we are  responding to 
there's an escape hole at the back of the systems to manage and maintain, the most obvious issues, the rest 
net, Darwin knew...   

It's been a good year for the cousins too, 

causalities are pretty light and warp 

captures are low. Back in 2005 we lost 

150 cousins, this season its just 10 - just 

shows what can be achieved when we 

stay clear of the warps! Nowadays most 

captures are in the net and I'm told that 

close to half of these have had their 

'landing-gear' released by fishermen and 

launched back into the sky again. We'll 

end the season with more fishing effort 

and higher observer coverage, so the 

chattering classes will have to back-up 

what I'm saying.  Overall, it's looking good 

for all of us critters this year; featheries, 

furries and fisheries!
Chow Albert 

“Improving Performance”



a vast number of compliance and 

regulatory issues to conform to, and last 

but not least, crew issues to resolve. And 

all of this in the harshest of working 

conditions imaginable. There's no doubt 

about it - the captain is a man under 

pressure!

Now add environmental issues - yes 

they are important too! Skippers  are 

increasingly doing the right thing, 

meaning the public and market can be 

relaxed about their operations in 

reducing interactions with seabirds and 

marine mammals. This means looking 

out for the danger signs, understanding 

the issues and conditions in each area 

he fishes and having the knowledge to 

implement the best risk reduction 

measures  he  knows  of! responsibi l i t ies...some of them 

This is a lot to ask of anyone, and yes, conflicting, they do the right thing! Time 

in the past the mitigation of incidental spent face-to-face with each captain 

protected species captures may and vessel operator is required so they 

have been well down on his 'to do' list.  get to understand the importance and 

But now that government scientists, are given the 'tools' to help them sum 

environmental managers, ENGOs up situations, look at what can be 

and any number of greenies have controlled (e.g. offal discharge) and 

plenty to say and a lot of influence in beef up the mitigation gear if it will help! 

the market place, all that matters is These actions have to be quick and 

that the moment a capture event effective, allowing the captain to 

occurs, the captain assesses the continue to manage all the other vessel 

problem in real time and does systems at the same time. Part of that 

something about it! decision can be calling an industry 

Ju st  co un ti ng  th e ' de ad  an d liaison person and discussing the 

wounded' at the end of the voyage is issues and actions to check everything 

no longer acceptable!  While multiple is in accordance with best-practice 

capture events don't happen often, procedures. This sort of approach has 

when they do occur, action is to be reinforced by everyone involved.  

required to ensure all the best- Quota owners, fishing companies, 

practice measures are followed and vessel managers and government 

that these incidents are investigated agencies all need to be working 

so we can learn from them. And like in together to lift the importance of these 

all 'battles' there comes a point when issues in the minds of captain.

a decision needs to be made to 'stay' We have to accept that we'll never 

or 'run'! completely stop these captures, but we 

The challenge for industry is to can manage them down to acceptable 

encourage  cap tains to lif t the  levels. The captain has to manage this. 

importance of environmental issues, Doing the 'right thing' is his call because 

so that when they're coping with a out there, his word is final!

mult i tude of chal lenges and John Cleal
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

These cousins nest on barren 
islands and rock stacks.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
 Gibsons Albatross


